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LORD ALFRED TENNYSON
Tho' much is taken, much abides; and tho'
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are;
One equal temper of heroic hearts,
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.
-

ULYSSES (1842)
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Say, don't you remember, they called me "Al"
It was "Al" all the time
Why don't you remember, I'm your pal
Say buddy, can you spare a dime?
-Brother Can You Spare a Dime (1931)
Gorney-Harburg

The indomitable nature of horse racing and the game’s constituency possess a past that is
as well-documented as it is remarkable. The sport has survived banning legislation, wars,
lotteries, casinos, as well as the futile economics facing owners and handicappers.
Consider this—the original Derby Stakes in the U.K. has been run every year since its 1780
launch although during World Wars I & II it was moved from Epsom Downs to
Newmarket. The Prix Du Jockey Club (French Derby) has a single cancellation (1915)
since its 1836 launch. The Deutsches Derby has only a 1945 scratch since its 1869
beginning. The Kentucky Derby has an uninterrupted series dating from the first in 1875.
And speaking of futile economics, no year in the Common Era is a better exemplar of that
appellation than 1933.
The Great Depression was at maximum intensity as Americans awaited the inauguration
of FDR in March of that year. The U.S. unemployment rate was 25% and half of the
country’s banks had failed. The mood of the population varied between dourness and
despair.
In February FDR, enjoying a pre-Mar-A-Lago break in South Florida, literally dodged a
bullet intended for him that felled the Mayor of Chicago. The month before, the future
menace and Fuhrer of Nazi Germany, Adolph Hitler, was appointed the last chancellor of
the Weimar Republic. He immediately began an assault on the lugenpresse (lying press)
that resisted his vile pogrom and unfettered militarism.
Despite the economic turbulence and civil disorder stressing both countries, American
and German horsemen were focused on the upcoming three-year-old classics, the
Kentucky and Deutsches Derbies.
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Apart from the winner’s name, Alchimist, we know little of the German contest that year.
In Louisville, however, there occurred what came to be known as the Fighting Finish. A
pair of colts came to the wire as one with their riders joined in literal mano a mano
combat.
The pervasive melancholy of that time did not prevent 45,000 from clicking the Churchill
turnstiles that Derby Day. The fans installed W.R. Coe’s Ladysman and stable mate
Pomponious as 7/5 favorite.
Handicappers of our day would have faded that favorite without hesitation. At two
Ladysman won four stakes, including the Arlington Futurity and the Hopeful, and was
voted Champion Two-Year-Old. But juvenile precocity combined with a sprinter’s
pedigree made him suspect at the price.

LADYSMAN
The wise-guy horse was Head Play, a son of Man o’ War’s brother Mad Play, and winner
of the Derby Trial at a mile only four days before the headliner. Bet down to 5/1 by post
time, Head Play and his rider would comprise one of the teams in the impending stretch
face-off.
The opposition would come from a maiden colt of grand pedigree, bred at Colonel E.R.
Bradley’s Idle Hour Farm, and named Brokers Tip. That colt, foaled a few months after
the stock market crash of 1929, was a son of Bradley’s preeminent sire, Black Toney,
whose offspring included 1924 Derby champ, Black Gold.
The Colonel was one of the most revered figures of the American turf. He was born in
Pennsylvania steel country of necessitous Irish immigrant parents in 1859 and bolted for
Texas in early adolescence.
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His Linkedin profile would have included ranch hand, cowboy, gold prospector, gambler,
bookmaker, track owner (Fair Grounds), owner and breeder of thoroughbreds, and
philanthropist.
In testimony before the U.S. Senate, the Colonel averred that his business was that of
“speculator, raiser of race horses, and gambler.”
Edward Riley Bradley kept his own counsel respecting his private life. He was a childless
widower with a devotion to charitable causes (especially for orphans), his Catholic faith,
and of course his horses.
A cover story in Time Magazine cited the Colonel’s friendship with Wyatt Earp and an
unfriendly encounter with Billy the Kid. Time also offered fulsome praise of Bradley’s
charitable works including the funding of a Catholic church in West Palm Beach that was
not surprisingly christened St. Edward’s and is still in service today.

COLONEL E.R. BRADLEY
He named his second runner Bad News in hopes that he would travel fast which he did.
Thereafter all the Bradley named stock began with the letter B. Bradley’s prior Derby
success included winners Behave Yourself (1921), Bubbling Over (1926), and Burgoo King
(1932).
One would think that the pedigree of owner and colt would have made Brokers Tip a live
chance but despite showing competitiveness (stakes placed at two and three), he had a
zero in the lifetime win column. And little notice was paid when Brokers Tip worked the
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Derby distance in 2:08 3/5 on Wednesday of Derby week. If a trainer directed a move like
that that today, he would invite the wrath of P.E.T.A.
The riders of both Head Play and Brokers Tip were picaresque characters as were most
professional race riders of the day. Gentleman jockey was a term exclusively applied to
amateur riders in point to point and steeplechase events.
Brokers Tip’s rider was a nineteen-year-old South Dakotan named Don Meade whose
talents had been well-scouted by the Colonel. The jock’s elfin stature required
considerable addition of weights to his tack to meet the assigned Derby impost of 126 lbs.

DON MEADE
Head Play’s partner was Canadian Herb Fisher, a more seasoned rider, but himself aged
only twenty-three years. His mount was considered the principal danger to the favorite
Ladysman’s Derby quest.

HERB FISHER
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The wet and cold Derby week weather punctuated the economic and cultural gloom that
enveloped the Louisville spring. Spirits likely would have lifted had the populace been
aware of two providential events four days apart that week. The Red Headed Stranger,
Willie Nelson, and the Godfather of Soul, James Brown, were born in Abbott, TX and
Barnwell, S.C. respectively.
A considerable elevation of mood did transpire when the Kentucky authorities
countenanced the sale of beer on Derby Day. The repeal of Prohibition had passed both
Houses of Congress several months prior but ratification by the states was incomplete.
Kentucky was one of several states that overlooked that technicality and permitted the
flow of Gambrinian amber at approved gatherings in the commonwealth.
At post time, thirteen horses presented at the starting gate. At the break, Head Play was
tucked in behind the two pacesetting sprinters, Isaiah and Good Advice. Brokers Tip
lingered last but one outside of horses.
Midway the backstretch Head Play passed the leaders with Charley O. in pursuit. Brokers
Tip was making some headway but had not yet threatened the front pair.
At the quarter pole, Brokers Tip had the measure of Charley O. and was closing within a
length of Head Play. The rest of the field had ceased being a factor.
Head Play, a chestnut of robust stature typical of the Fair Play sire line, carried Charley
O. wide on the turn under the direction of Herb Fisher. That left the rail open for Don
Meade and his dark bay, Brokers Tip.
The three, fanned across the track, raced together briefly but by the three-sixteenth pole,
Charley O. was done leaving Fisher and Meade abreast.
What happened next is best described in the conflicting accounts given by the two riders
in a 1993 interview with William Reed in Sports Illustrated:
FISHER: "I just wanted to tighten up on him. I squeezed him against the fence, and he
grabbed ahold of the saddlecloth.”
MEADE: "He grabbed ahold of me, and we grabbed, grabbed, grabbed all through the
stretch. I'm not blaming him for what he did, because in those days that's what you did."
FISHER: "I hit him across the head with my whip once or twice before the finish and once
after. He was holding on to me, and I was pulling him."
MEADE: "He hit me with the whip after the finish, but not before. If he'd just ridden his
horse, he'd have won by two or three lengths."
Undisputed by most was that the finish was too close to call. The introduction of the strip
camera, used in determining distortion free photographic evidence, was still four years
away. Consequently, the order of finish per custom was determined by the four stewards.
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Most neutral observers agreed the call could have gone either way and even a dead heat
could have been confirmed with justification. When the panel on the results board
declared Brokers Tip the winner, Herb Fisher galloped directly to the steward’s stand and
tearfully cried foul. The stewards disallowed the claim and Derby roses rested on the
withers of Brokers Tip.
One conspiracy theory with legs said that three of the four stewards thought Head Play
the winner but were overruled by the chief steward in deference to Colonel Bradley’s
prominence in the sport and his charitable undertakings.
While not an impossible theory, Head Play’s owners, the principals of construction firm
Hanger and Mason, were also men of substance. The pair purchased the colt, following a
couple of stakes wins at two, from his owner-trainer, ex- jock Willie Crump. Crump
thought he had bought the colt at a yearling auction on behalf of a client. The client
reneged and Crump was stuck with a horse and a $550 tab. Hanger and Mason paid the
ex-jock $30,000 on the deal and kept him as trainer through the Derby. Willie had no
complaints.
While the social pageant proceeded, there was an after-party in the jock’s room that
featured the two milling coves that had engaged one another in the terminal furlong
grounds of the race.
The oppressed Herb Fisher charged his rival Meade immediately upon entering the room.
The fray was short-lived thanks to the intervention of a valet and a reporter but what the
physical beef lacked in duration was compensated for by its intensity. The stewards dealt
each a thirty-day suspension for conduct detrimental and gave Fisher an extra five for
instigation. Although their competitive paths intersected frequently after that, the two
combatants were mute in one another’s company for the next thirty-two years.
After resolution of their differences, the pair appeared together at the fiftieth anniversary
of their tussle at Churchill Downs. Fisher said of Meade: "I think he should have been
inducted into the Hall of Fame. I think he was absolutely that good a rider. Not because
he beat me, but because I've seen him beat Eddie Arcaro and all the best."
The enduring photo that captured the pair at the finish of the race has gained iconic
stature in the sport. A staff photographer for the Louisville Courier Journal, Wallace
Lowry, snapped the single exposure from ground level. The angle, suggested but
unsubstantiated, was due to Mr. Lowry’s intemperate pre-race advantaging of unshackled
spirits.
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HEAD PLAY ON THE LEFT- BROKERS TIP ON THE RIGHT
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Head Play subsequently won the Preakness with a new trainer and rider and finished his
career with 14 wins from 38 starts.
Broker’s Tip finished last in that race as chronic soreness returned to his frail legs. The
Kentucky Derby would be his first and last win from 14 starts but he had a stud career of
some note, siring 1943 Champion Older Male, Market Wise.
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Upon retirement at age 20, his owner donated the Derby Champ to the vet school at UC
Davis for use an instructional model. He died there 3 years later.

IN MEMORIAM
Of the two riders, Meade had the grander career and was ofttimes leading U.S. rider when
not under suspension or outright ban. He got a year in 1937 for betting against himself
and by 1945 the authorities had enough and he was rendered an ex-jockey with 1,600
career wins.
Somehow, he acquired a trainer’s license and dabbled briefly in that before launching a
career as a South Florida publican.
In the early 1990’s, while on a thoroughbred racing and polo sojourn, I happened upon
Don Meade’s Jockey Pub in Davie, Florida. Much to my disappointment, the eponymous
proprietor was not on duty but his wife, Yvonne, was. The alum of Broadway chorus lines
was good company and invited me back to meet himself which I regret did not happen.
Meade died, age 83, in 1996 while his widow passed in 2013, age 93. The Pub survives
them both.
Alexander had Bucephalus, Napoleon had Marengo, Wellington had Copenhagen, Lee
had Traveller, Grant had Cincinnati, and Patton had over twenty polo ponies. But Hitler’s
horse?
That was the modifier given to Nordlicht (Northern Light) the undefeated winner of the
1944 Deutsches Derby as well as the Austrian Derby that year.
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As fantastical as it sounds, that race was run just days following Operation Overlord, the
allied invasion at Normandy, on D-day.
No race program of the race survives but a search of German thoroughbred owners shows
no A. Hitler, D. Fuhrer, or A. Schicklgruber (his Mother’s surname). Still the claim is not
without plausibility.
Nordlicht was bred by the German National Stud which like everything else of value
became the property of the Third Reich under Hitler’s dictatorship.
That gives a new degree of meaning to the well-worn track expression “house horse.”
Given that the Deutsches Derby coincided almost exactly with Operation Valkyrie (the
failed coup and assassination of Hitler), we are skeptical of Der Fuhrer poring over past
performances and slamming Schnapps jello shots on Derby Day.
What is true is that following the Nazi surrender, Nordlicht was indeed declared a spoil
of war, attached by the U.S. Military, shipped to the U.S., and sold at auction by the Army
Remount Service. The colt was hammered down for $20,300 to a group headed by
Christopher Chenery, future owner- breeder of Secretariat.
The successful bidders stood Nordlicht at stud in Virginia. After siring only 2 stakes
winners from 102 foals, another member of Chenery’s syndicate, New Orleans surgeon,
C. Walter Mattingly, moved the horse to his Labranche Plantation in St. Rose, Louisiana.
Nordlicht lived his remaining years there, dying age 22 in 1968.

NORDLICHT’S GRAVESTONE AT LABRANCHE PLANTATION
Labranche has another link to history as the repository of the bathtub of POTUS # 12,
Zachary Taylor. He is the only U.S. President to claim Louisiana roots. He was a planter
there prior to his military career during which he acquired the nickname “Old Rough and
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Ready”. His run of victories in border battles in the Mexican-American War fashioned
Zach’s reputation as a doyen thereby securing his presidential bona fides.

ZACHARY TAYLOR
The irony of the bathtub is that Ole Zach was a particularly scruffy sort who seldom
donned his military finery and was usually in soiled mufti even when mounted on his
equine partner, Old Whitey. His hygienic practices give his bathtub the same collectible
profile as Donald Trump’s elliptical trainer. You might say “good as new.”
The persistence of thoroughbred horse racing is a marvel when placed in historical
context. Our choice of the Great Depression for one story was an easy one; including
Germany under the Nazis much less so. But in the end the story was the horse as it should
have been.
During our game’s long life, the horse has evolved from a literal economic and military
engine to the essence of the sporting life. The centricity of the horse is apparent but the
blend of athletes, horse whisperers, social outcasts, Daddy Warbucks’, hustlers, and
oracles is idiosyncratic to horse racing. And just like Tennyson’s Ulysses and The Big
Lebowski’s Dude, the game abides.
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THIS YEAR’S RACE:
Here is the cast for the 2017 Kentucky Derby. Royal Mo is #1 on the also eligibles and
would need a scratch from the body of the race to get in:
1- LOOKIN AT LEE- Son of underrated Lookin at Lucky will have no issue with the Derby
distance but not a speedster by any measure. One of those one-paced types who grinds
away and never stops coming. Stayed a little closer in Arkansas and got the show money.
Lively pace could have a lot of these Lookin At Lee at the wire.
2- THUNDER SNOW- The good sports from Godolphin are sending another UAE Derby
winner to take a shot at the roses. Six starts in the U.K at two give him the foundation but
two scores in Dubai are difficult to appraise. Somewhere there’s a Kentucky Derby with
Godolphin’s name on it. Could be Thunder on the Mountain or Dubai, Dubai, Doo.
3- FAST AND ACCURATE- The view here is that his Spiral Stakes win may have been on
the mark but fast it was not. Not a big fan of sire, Hansen, either. Nuff said.
4- UNTRAPPED- Came second in both La. Derby preps and then shipped to Hot Springs
where he was third in Ark Derby prep. His big chance to impress in Ark Derby came up
light as he just went around mid-pack until eventually finishing sixth of 12. Pedigree not
inspiring for the distance. For us, Untrapped will be unbet.
5- ALWAYS DREAMING- Figures to be shortest price of the Pletcher group after
dominant Florida Derby score that made him 3 for 3 at 3. Huge step from Maiden to G-1
winner in 2 starts. Son of 2012 Derby second, Bodemeister, looks equipped to handle the
Derby distance and Johnny V. in the irons a clear plus. Short price and light race resume
not a dream scenario.
6- STATE OF HONOR- Speedy type that hung on for second in Tampa Bay and Florida
Derbies. Lots of spunk and talent here but mile and a quarter figures to be a state of
horror. See you in Baltimore.
7- GIRVIN- Named for a Texas micro-hamlet, this guy’s only loss in 4 tries was on the
grass. Not much behind him in this year’s Louisiana Derby but there was nothing in front
of him either. Stalk and pounce not a bad trait for this race and figures to be an overlay in
the mutuels. Trainer is Mr. Rosy Napravnik.
8- HENCE- Sunland Derby winners are routinely dismissed by serious players but this
guy deserves a second look after runner up in that race did same in Arkansas and fourth
place finisher took the Blue Grass. Love the sire Street Boss who gets routers although
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himself strictly a sprinter. Up the track in Arkansas Derby prep but ran away in the
Sunland. Minimal expectation would be a Hence-fourth.
9- IRAP- Connections of Reddam-O’Neill-Gutierrez reprise combo that won this in 2012
with I’ll Have Another. Son of personal heartthrob, Tiznow, and Canadian Champion filly
and dam of Speightstown. Irap broke his maiden in the Blue Grass. That heat not getting
much praise but he did take over early there and is bred to stay which could be dangerous.
10- GUNNEVERA- This guy was orphaned at 10 days but was saved by a team of nurse
mares. Named for a small Spanish town and trained by Venezuelan ex-pat, Antonio Sano,
who scooped him at auction for $16k. Huge close in Fountain of Youth made him even
money pick in the Florida Derby but A.D. was long gone before Gunn made his move.
Pedigree and running style say staying not an issue but top pilot Castellano will have to
negotiate traffic from back of the pack to get him home in time. Major threat.
11- BATTLE OF MIDWAY- In Santa Anita Derby, this guy held on grimly before yielding
to winner Gormley late. WinStar was sufficiently impressed to buy the colt privately from
his ailing owner. Looks like more of a Preakness type to me but Derby distance not
impossible at all but could take atoll. (Ouch! Couldn’t resist that one).
12- SONNETEER- The first Sonneteer was an Innisfree homebred (Will’s Way-New
Poems by Arts and Letters) whose naming I took pride in given The Bard’s output of 154
iterations of that form of verse. This version is a major uptick from ours. Although winless
in 10 starts, he was a fast closing fourth in the Arkansas Derby. Trainer-Jock combo for
this Calumet homebred is the Desormeaux brother tandem. Older brother Keith goes for
first Derby and rider Kent goes for his fourth, his first having come on this colt’s grandsire,
Real Quiet in ’98 (picked here). File under Brokers Tip.
13- J BOYS ECHO- Had him in the Gotham and unfortunately in the Blue Grass. Closed
to a fast piece in NYC and hung against slow pace in Lexington. Bred for the distance and
savvy trainer will help. Regular rider, Albarado, lost to broken leg. In 1964 Presidential
campaign, Goldwater’s slogan was “A Choice not an Echo.” In this year’s Derby would
reverse that…”an Echo not a Choice.”
14- CLASSIC EMPIRE- Deserving 2 YO Champ after impressing in Breeders Cup
Juvenile. Debut at 3 was anything but a classic as he was a well-beaten third in the Holy
Bull. A subsequent foot abscess set back his training. Finally got it together in the roughly
and slowly run Arkansas Derby. Same dad as American Pharoah but needs to improve
from Hot Springs effort if he is to rule on Saturday. Owner-trainer-jock connections
(Oxley-Casse-Leparoux) are top drawer. If those silks look familiar, they went across first
in 2001 Derby over Monarchos.
15- McCRAKEN- Looked to be a short price and owned a clean sheet until a no-show
performance in the Blue Grass. That one remains inexplicable apart from the training and
race gap following his Feb score in the Sam Davis. Possesses solid route pedigree. Named
for McCracken, Kansas (population 190) with obvious misspelling. Lots of time for trainer
Wilkes but colt has to realize not in Kansas anymore and needs to get crackin’.
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16- TAPWRIT- I cannot get on the right side of sons of Tapit. See last year’s pick
Mohaymen. This Pletcher trainee brought $1.2 mill as a yearling and after a convincing
score in the Tampa Bay came home fifth of seven @ 2.20/1 in the Blue Grass. As Omar
Khayyám wrote: the moving finger writes; and, having writ, moves on.”
17- IRISH WAR CRY- Yet another colt with flashes of brilliance interspersed with an
inexplicable faceplant. After 2 scores on the Maryland circuit at 2, he took the field gate
to wire in the Holy Bull then stopped badly as chalk in Gunn’s FOY. Allowed to rate in the
Wood, he came home on top with ease. Trainer did the trick here in 2011 with Animal
Kingdom. Has the pedigree and stalking style to be the danger. Keep the Guinness cold.
18- GORMLEY- Feel a sense of loyalty having cashed in 4 of his 6 starts. Naturally biggest
bets were on his 2 losses where he was inexplicably lacking focus. The Moss homebred is
named after British sculptor, Antony Gormley. Colt’s S.A. Derby score drew yawns from
the numbers crowd which could produce value. Trainer Shirreffs conditioned our beloved
Giacomo in the 2005 Derby for same owners. No fear of being chiseled if you play this
guy.
19- PRACICAL JOKE- Consistent sort that always puts himself in a spot with a late
chance. But 3 wins at 2 and no wins at 3 is a disturbing trend. Pedigree and running style
leave impression that a mile and an eighth could be his punchline. If this joker is wild on
Saturday, credit Brown-Rosario trainer jock combo. Serious players… no laughing matter.
20- PATCH- Son of Belmont winner, Union Rags, and mare by Belmont winner, A.P. Indy
so distance should not be an issue. Came off of a maiden win to second spot in Girvin’s
La. Derby. Problem is that was only his third lifetime start and has not raced since. Could
be a future star but lack of foundation makes it difficult to patch him into our bets in this
one.
AE- ROYAL MO- Needs a scratch from the top 20 to get in. The other Moss-Shirreffs colt
ran on very well to be third in his stablemate’s S.A. Derby after being wide throughout.
Chances were not helped when Gary Stevens dropped his whip. Same dad as last year’s
Derby champ, Nyquist, is hard to gauge but not a throw out by any measure.
There are 2 horses in this year’s field that I think possess the ability to win the race and
are likely to be offered at a square price. Our protocol has always been to have a single
projected winner followed by a live longshot and an ultra-longshot. We feel strongly that
an exacta box with them is a live play. The morning line on our pick is 6/1 and our longshot
is 15/1. Our 2 ultra-picks are 20/1 and 50/1 respectively.
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THE PICK:
Our selection already had 2 wins in 2 starts before we saw his name in the entries for the
Holy Bull at Gulfstream in February. Liking his pedigree and connections, we made a
small win bet @ 9/2 and happily watched him lead from gate to wire.
Even money favorites have never held appeal but we made a loyalty play on him next out
in the Fountain of Youth and were rewarded with a seventh of ten result.
Next out was the Wood Memorial which was once a prime final stakes prep for the Derby
but no more. The last Wood-Derby winner was Fusaichi Pegasus in 2000 although
Monarchos ’01 and Funny Cide ’03 won the Derby after second place finishes in the Wood.
We are expecting our pick to reverse that trend this year after taking the Wood in his last
start. His sire, Curlin, finished third in the ’07 Derby to Street Sense and Hard Spun (an
exacta we will never forget) but was voted 3 YO Champion and Horse of the Year.
His dam is Irish Sovereign and therein lies a tale. The owner breeder of that mare and our
pick is Isabelle de Tomas0, nee Haskell (as in the stakes race named for her father.)
Isabelle, now 86, was a race car driver in the 1950’s. She met and married Alejandro de
Tomaso of the DeTomaso Modena automobile company, producer of the Pantera which
was one of the great muscle cars of the 70’s.

ISABELLE HASKELL DETOMASO
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Her husband was a friend of the legendary Federico Tesio, breeder of Ribot and Nearco.
Ms. de Tomaso obtained Irish Sovereign’s maternal line from Tesio. That line traces
directly to Tesio’s foundation mare Duccia Di Buoninsegna. Priceless pedigree.
Our English-born trainer Graham Motion has one Derby to his credit (Animal Kingdom
’11) and multiple Breeders’ Cup wins.
Whether your preference is Guinness, Murphy’s, Harp, Bushmills, or Jameson grab a
glass and let out an

IRISH WAR CRY
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LONGSHOT PICK:
We had a hard time separating our 2 choices but IWC won narrowly in the end. But our
second pick has every chance if he can get through traffic as he is devoid of early speed.
Foundation is not an issue as his 6 starts at two included wins include the Saratoga Special
and the Delta Downs Jackpot. This year he chased IWC in the Holy Bull, won the Fountain
of Youth, and was a late closing third in the Florida Derby to likely favorite Always
Dreaming.
Both trainer and jockey are Venezuelans. The former, Antonio Sano, was leading trainer
there but immigrated with his family to South Florida after being kidnapped twice by race
fixers.
Our rider has just been inducted into the Horse Racing Hall of Fame. The opinion here is
that Javier Castellano is the best jockey riding to have never won a Derby.
Sire Dialed In is a solid A.P. Indy line stallion and dam is by old favorite Unbridled and
out of a Graustark mare. Plenty to like there for the route. It’s
GUNNEVERA
For a couple of moon-shots we will use Lookin at Lee and Sonneteer. Both should be
closing late and could very well hit the board at big odds.
THE BETWill bet Irish War Cry and Gunnevera win-place and place a significant exacta box with
those 2.
Will make smaller across the board stabs with Lookin at Lee and Sonneteer and smaller
exacta and tri box with all 4.
Good Luck

Buena Suerte

Bon Chance

-JTR
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Viel Gluck

